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Grasses. The mnfWjrrassfts prow under a greater variety _of condi-
tions than do either ^ee^orjbuslies. They are supposed to be a relatively
newlolrri ofTegetation charactcrizedjpy special powers of adaptingjLhem-
selves to all sorts of extreme conditions. Many grasses can complete their
growth and mature their~seecfrin aj:ew_week.s, so that a single shower in
the desert ISa'y't'e^enougH'for them; others can thriyc^on hig^mountains
where the warm season is too short for trees or bushes. Hence above the
treeline lofty green pastures or "alps" furnish food for sheep and cattle in
Switzerland, Norway, and elsewhere. Grasses can also endure excessive
moisture which would be fatal to trees and bushes, as on trie dripping hills
of IreTanH, Scotland, and Wales, and the soggy marshes of Holland.
Wherever other forms of vegetation arc at a disadvantage as in deserts,
steppes, and refflon^vithshortseasons pr_. much cooT moisture^grasscs
areTntetyHRToust them.
A Mountain Showing the Three Main Types of Vegetation. A most
interesting illustration of the relation of climate to trees, bushes, and
grasses is found on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada in California.
At the base the climate is so dry that the traveler finds the plain and the
lower foothills clothed with grass which is green only a few weeks. A
little higher up, where the rainfall increases, bushy vegetation of many
sorts is met, including the wild lilac, the yucca with its tall stalks of green-
ish white flowers, and the rnanzanita, with its smooth hornlike stems. The
live-oak tree with its hard, prickly leaves appears, and before one has
climbed far he is in the midst of a dry forest, that is, one composed of
drought-resistant trees many of which are scrubby. At higher altitudes,
where there is abundant rain, the dry forest is replaced by a wet forest of
broad-leaved trees like the ordinary oak and sycamore. Then, where the
air is colder, the type changes to coniferous forests of pines, giant sequoias,
spruces, and firs. Next, where the growing season becomes too short for
trees, one struggles through a dense thicket of bushes bent down by six
months of snow each year. Finally, the open grassy slopes of the "alps"
are reached, for here, where the temperature is too low for other plants,
the grasses thrive far better than they do in the dry, hot desert far below.
Thus within a day's climb one may find most of the world's main types of
vegetation.
Distribution of Vegetation on a Simplified Globe
The distribution of trees, bushes, and grasses over the earth's surface
seems at first sight to be most complicated. It follows definite laws, how-
ever, as may be seen from a comparison of the accompanying table with
A363 and with Plate II. The table shows how vegetation would be dis-
tributed on a simplified globe, such as we have used in discussing climate.

